**Network Implementation Continuum**

### Prepare
- Review information about Standards on NFSN website: nationalfamilysupportnetwork.org
- Download Standards from NFSN website
- Participate in a Standards Overview presentation or webinar
- Review recorded Standards Overview webinar
- Plan out next steps along Continuum
- Talk with other Networks that have implemented the Standards

**NFSN provides:**
- Standards Overview document
- Standards and implementation tools
- Standards Overview presentation and webinar
- Recorded Standards Overview presentation on website
- Network Implementation Continuum
- Connections with other Networks

**Cost:** No Cost

### Promote
- Share information about Standards with other Network stakeholders, such as Network Members and funders
- Invite NFSN to present on Standards for Network
- Encourage stakeholders to participate in Standards Overview webinar
- Encourage stakeholders to review recorded Standards Overview webinar
- Review and discuss Standards at Network meeting

**NFSN provides:**
- Standards Overview document
- Standards and implementation tools
- Standards Overview presentation and webinar

**Cost:** No Cost

### Attend Certification Training
- Identify upcoming Standards Certification Training to attend
- Be oriented to using Standards implementation tools
- Complete Certification Training and become certified for two years
- Review information about hosting a Standards Certification Training
- Contact NFSN to schedule Standards Certification Training
- Seek funding and leverage resources to cover costs, if necessary
- Choose participant registration fee ranging from $0-$125/person
- Ensure any potential Standards Trainers complete the training

**NFSN provides:**
- Current list of Standards Certification Trainings on website
- Standards Certification Trainings open to anyone
- Certificates

**Cost:** $0 - $125/person

### Host Certification Training
- Identify a minimum of two experienced trainers to apply to a Training of Trainers Institute
- Ensure applicants have met all pre-requisites including having completed the Standards Certification Training
- Seek funding and leverage resources to cover costs, if necessary
- Network representatives are accepted into and complete Training of Trainers Institute
- Begin offering Certification Trainings

**NFSN provides:**
- Sample grant proposal for Standards work
- Coordination of Certification Training
- Training flyer
- Online registration system, if needed
- Certificates

**Cost:** $7,500-$8,000

### Develop Network Trained Trainers
- Develop Network Standards implementation plan
- Integrate Standards into Network membership expectations
- Include Standards language in grant proposals
- Include Standards in request for proposals and grant monitoring
- Provide Facilitated Self-Assessment process for Programs
- Include provided language and link to Standards on Network website

**NFSN provides:**
- Sample grant proposal for Standards work
- Training of Trainers Overview document
- Training of Trainers Institutes
- Training Kit
- Coaching and ongoing support

**Cost:** $2,500 - $2,900/person, Training Kit $900

### Develop Network Implementation Plan
- Dive deeper into the 5 sections of the Standards by providing additional training for Network members on:
  - Family Centeredness
  - Family Strengthening
  - Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion
  - Community Strengthening
  - Evaluation
- Contract with the NFSN to provide Developing and Sustaining Effective Parent Advisory Committees Training
- Peer share with other Networks about training efforts

**NFSN provides:**
- Consultation for developing Network implementation plans
- Technical Assistance
- Connections to other Networks implementing the Standards
- Language for Standards link on Network website
- Facilitated Self-Assessment Program information

**Cost:** No Cost-$150/hour

### Implement Topical Trainings Related to Standards
- Various training providers

**NFSN provides:**
- Developing and Sustaining Effective Parent Advisory Committees Training
- Connections to other Networks implementing the Standards

**Cost:** Various providers
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